Another told her that his billing staff turned over about once
a year, because “they keep wanting more money.”
“Don’t we all,” Perrone laughs, noting that this practitioner
would have saved money in the long run by training and treating
his staff well and giving them periodic raises instead of hiring
new people frequently, with the accompanying costs, training
needs, and overall hassle.
Levis adds, “Managing any successful business requires
people skills and some level of management training. ALL
staff members from practitioner to technician to support staff
should be motivated, awarded for their accomplishments,
compensated fairly, and feel they are an important part of the
team.” Listen to their input; they are at the front line. Practicing
good human relations by paying and
training your staff well and showing
appreciation for what they do isn’t
only right thing to do, it’s the smart
thing to do—and will show up in
your bottom line, says Perrone.

time. The situation could have been ﬁxed much faster and easier
if the staffer had brought it to the manager’s attention sooner or
if the staff had been having regular A/R meetings.
Even with careful, conscientious work, a motivated staff, and
clean claims submission, realistically problems will still arise in
this imperfect world. What should you do? Levis and Perrone
provide troubleshooting tips in a related article, and PrimeCare
Executive Director Cathie Grifﬁth discusses how a network can
help its members.
However, putting the principles discussed in this article to
work will go a long way in helping your cash ﬂow become a
torrent instead of a trickle.
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Sometimes the A/R can appear clean
and in good shape at ﬁrst glance,
but appearances can be deceiving.
Again, too many claims may be getting written off and getting written
off too quickly, without a serious
effort to collect. Perrone remembers
one practitioner that actually was
only collecting about 50 cents on
the dollar, although he thought he
was doing ﬁne.
A practice’s A/R can be like a
tree that looks healthy on the outside
but is actually rotting from within,
Perrone noted. A cash ﬂow crunch
can be a calamity just waiting to
happen.
Other hidden problems can
involve billings that are simply
sent out over and over again when
unpaid, rather than anyone trying
to ﬁgure out what the problem is
and to solve it. “There can be a real
problem with a payer that isn’t being
recognized and addressed,” says
Perrone, citing a situation in which
one staffer kept sending out the
same bills to Medicare. The problem
wasn’t seen right away, since there
was enough cash ﬂowing in and fat
in the system. When it ﬁnally came
to light, resolving the problem took
a considerable amount of work and
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